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Block sequential iterations of threshold networks are studied through the use of a monotonic 
operator, analogous to the spin glass energy. This allows to characterize the dynamics: transient 
and fixed points. We then extend this method to networks of generalized majority functions and 
spin glasses. 
O. Introduction 
Let F be a function from {0, 1}n into itself whose components are symmetric 
threshold functions. We introduce a monotonic operator, analogous to the spin 
glass energy [1], [9], to compare the different iteration modes on F: block- 
sequential, sequential and parallel. We give a general bound on the transient length 
and general conditions to characterize the structure of steady-states: fixed points, 
cycle lengths... 
We apply these methods in particular networks: namely networks of generalized 
majority functions which include as a particular case spin glasses. Conditions are 
there given which ensure the stability of a given spin in any limit cycle. 
In Section 1, we give definitions, in Section 2 provide sufficient conditions for the 
convergence of block-sequential iterations towards fixed points. In Section 3 we 
study parallel iterations of threshold functions and in Section 4 sequential iterations 
of majority functions, with the particular case of the spin glasses in Section 5. 
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acknowledged. 
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1.  Def in i t ions  
Let F :  {0, 1}" --, {0, 1} n be a mapping whose components f l . . . . .  f~ are threshold 
functions: 
where 
Vi (1 ..... n)' Vxe {O' l}"' f i(x)= l I  ~ aijxj-bi 
l[u] = l l  0 if u_>0, 
otherwise, 
and A = (aij) is a real n × n matrix and (b~ . . . . .  bn) is the real threshold vector. 
It is easy to see that, for any fi, there exists a threshold function gi such that: 
• For all xe  {0, 1} ~, ~(x)  =gi(x). 
f l  if ~ aijxj-bi>O, j=l  
• gi(x)= 
if ~ aoxj-6i<O. 
j=l  
We shall say that gi is a strict threshoM function. In the following, we always 
assume that functions f/ have strict threshold. 
An ordered partition of  the set {1 ..... n} is a partition (Ik) k 1 . . . . .  p such that: 
Vxel i ,  Vyel j ,  i< j  ~ x<y.  
The block sequential iteration on F associated to the ordered partition (Ik) k is 
defined by: 
Vk(1 ..... p), V i i i  k, xi(t+ 1)=fi(yk(t)) 
where 
yl(t)=x(t)'  ~xj ( t+ l )  i f j e l IU ' "U Ik  1, 
Vk(2 ..... p), yf(t )  = 
(xj(t) otherwise. 
Particular cases of  block sequential iterations correspond to particular choices of 
the partition: 
- When the partition is ({k}) k_ 1 ..... n, the iteration is called a sequential iteration 
on F. 
- When the partition is trivially reduced to the unique set { 1 . . . . .  n}, the iteration 
is called a parallel iteration on F. 
Clearly, since {0, 1} n is a finite set, all the trajectories, (x(t)t>o), of any block 
sequential iteration are ultimately periodic. 
Hence, for every x~ {0, 1} n, there exist numbers p(x),t(x) such that: 
x(t+p(x))=x(t) for any t>_t(x), 
x(t + q) ~ x(t) for any t < t(x), q < p(x). 
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We denote 
T(A, b) = Max{t(x)[x e {0, 1 } n }, 
p(A, b ) = Max { p(x) l x ~ { O, 1}n}, 
and call them the transient and cycle lengths of the mapping F defined by A = (aij) 
and b = (bl .... , b,). 
It is clear that the different block sequential iterations on F, for the different 
ordered partitions of { 1 . . . . .  n}, have the same f ixed points. But they may have limit 
cycles (of length larger than 1) which are different. 
In this paper, we will give a characterization f the limit cycles structure and tran- 
sient length of block sequential iterations on F, depending on specific assumptions 
on F. 
2. Conditions for convergence to fixed points 
This formalism has mainly been introduced in models of neural networks and spin 
glasses. The various techniques used to study the dynamics of this model range from 
classical algebra [5] to statistical mechanics [11]. One feature of the model which 
proved to be particularly useful is the existence of a monotonic operator (or 
Lyapunov function) defined on the trajectories: in the case of the spin glass problem 
[1], this operator is the spin glass interaction energy. 
In our general framework, we define the energy associated to F as: 
x,  ixi 
i=1 j - I  i - I  
Lemma 1. Let F be a threshold network whose matrix A is symmetric. Then, for 
any ordered partition (Ik)k=l ..... p, i f  Ak= (aij)i,j~ik is nonnegative definite on the 
set {-  1, 0, 1}, for all k(1 . . . . .  p), then the block sequential iteration on F associated 
to (Ik) k is such that: 
Vt, x(t+ 1):g:x(t) = E(x(t+l))<E(x(t)) .  
Proof.  Let us decompose the block sequential iteration on F at time t into p suc- 
cessive steps, where at time t+k/p ,  k= 1 .... ,p, elements in block I k only change 
states: 
x(t) = (x~ (t) . . . . .  xn(t)), 
Vk(1 .. . . .  p), x i ( t+k/p)= 
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Let 
AtE = E[x(t + 1)1 - E[x(t)] 
I f  A is symmetric, we have: 
ATE=- k=, ~ I [xi(t + 1)-xi(t)] 
Let us denote: 
Then 
x[~a i jx j ( t+ l )+ ~ aijxj(t)-bi] 
j e  Uk,<k/k, jeUk,>kl,' 
+½ it,, ~ xi(t + l) J~a  aOxj(t + l ) -  ½ i~a  xi(t) J~,~ aijxj(t) 1 
6~E= - ~ [xi(t + 1)-xi(t)]  [ ~ aijxj(t + 1) 
iel~ jEiUk,<klk" 
+ ~ aijxj(t) + ~ aijxj(t) - bi], 
J~lk j~(.Jk.>kla, 
62E=-½ ~ [xi(t+ l)-xi(t)] ~ aijlxj(t+ l)-xj(t)l.  
i~l~ je I  k 
P 
A,E= ~ [6~E+6~EI. 
k=l 
As each f/is a strict hreshold function, it follows that: 
x(t + 1):~x(t) = 6~E<_O, 
and there exists at least one ke  {1 . . . . .  p} such that 6~E<O. 
Moreover, since xi(t+ 1)-xi(t ) e {-1,0, 1} the assumption of each block A k im- 
plies that 6ZkE<--O. Hence AtE<O. 
Remark. The diagonal dominance assumption on Ak: 
l / i e I  k, ale >- ~ ]aij] 
j~z~ 
j~-i 
is a sufficient condition to ensure the nonnegative definite condition. Thus this con- 
dition generalizes results (cf. Goles [6]) based on the diagonal dominance assump- 
tion. It is not a necessary condition. 
Proposition 1. Let F= (A, b) be a threshold network and (Ik)k- 1 ..... p be an ordered 
partition of {1 ..... n} such that." 
• A is a symmetric matrix. 
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• Vk(1 . . . . .  p), Ak=(ao)i, jcik & a nonnegative definite matrix on the set 
{-1,0,  1}. 
Then the block sequential iteration on F associated to (Ik)k is such that: 
(i) P(A, b) = 1 : the iteration only has fixed points. 
1 laul+ Ibil (ii) T(A, b) < e(A, b~) ~ ~=~ 
where 
e(A, b) = Min{lE(x(t)) - E(x(t + l))[I x(O) ~ {0, 1 } n, x(t) ~ x(t + 1)}. 
Proof .  Suppose the iteration has a limit cycle of period T > 1: x(O), x(1) . . . . .  x(T -  1). 
Then 
Vt(O ..... T -  1), x( t )¢x( t+ 1). 
Hence Lemma 1 implies: 
E(x(O)) > E(x(1)) >... > E (x (T -  1)) > E(x(O)) 
which is impossible. Thus T= 1, which proves (i). 
It is easy to see that, for any x6  {0, 1}n: 
bi-½ ~, ~ aij<--E(x)<- ~, b i -½ ~, ~ aij. 
i :b i<0 i j :%>0 i:bi>O i j : ae<0 
Hence 
T(A,b) .e(A,b)<_[ -½ ~ ~ aij+ ~ bi] 
' j :au<O i:bi>O 
which proves (ii). 
au+ be1 
" j : a,;>O i:bi<O ] 
Remark.  In the particular case of a sequential iteration, Proposit ion 1 applies and 
provides a bound for T(A, b). This result had been directly proven in [4]. 
In the case where aij ~ 7/, it is possible to find a uni form bound on e(A, b): sup- 
pose that b i E [ki, ki+l[, with k i E 7/, for all i (1 . . . . .  n). Then for each function ft, 
there exists a function gi with strict threshold k i + ½ such that f~ = gi. Hence, we can 
assume that b i - ½67/. We then have: 
Corol lary 1. I f  A is a symmetric integer matrix with nonnegative definite blocks 
A k, then the block sequential iteration on F associated to the ordered partition 
(Ik) k is such that: 
T(A,b)<_ ~ laijl +2 ~ Ibil. 
i , j= l  i=1 
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Proof .  In Lemma 1, we have shown: 
P 
AtE= ~ [(~E+f2El 
and k = l 
~E<_O, ~'kE<-O VkO ..... p), 
and 6~E<O for one k at least, if x(t+ 1)~:x(t). 
Hence A rE<_ 61E where fi~E< O. 
From the strict threshold assumption, it is easy to show that: 
aijeT/ = ~ aijxj(t + l)+ ~ ai jx j ( t ) - (bi -½)~Y--{O} 
Je Uk<~ 1,, jE  Uk'~k 1~. 
~fi~E <_ -½= IA,EI >_ ½ =e(A,b)>_ ½. 
The result then follows from Proposit ion 1. 
An interesting case corresponds to aij e {-1,0,  1}: these are classically the in- 
teraction coefficients in spin glass problems. 
Corollary 2. I f  A is a symmetric matrix, with elements in { - 1, 0, 1 } and nonnegative 
definite blocks A k, then the block sequential iteration on F associated to the 
ordered partition (irk) k is such that: 
T(A, b) <- 3n 2. 
(the bound on the transient is quadratic). 
Furthermore, i f  I V(i) I = card { j ( l  . . . . .  n) : aij ~ 0} is uniformly (in i) bounded by 
some constant o, then the bound is linear: 
T(A, b) <- 3 n o. 
Proof .  It is easy to see that: 
Yi (1 . . . . .  n) - IF( i ) I_< ~ aijxj<tV(i)[. 
J 
Hence: 
• If bi~. [ - I  F(i)l, I V(i)]] the i-th cell is fixed by the iteration into one value (0 if 
bi>_ll/(i)l, 1 if bi<- IV( i ) l )  in one step. 
• Otherwise, Corollary 1 leads to: 
T(Z,b)<_- E laijl +2 E Ibi] <3 ~ [V(i)]. 
U i i 
The bounds follow immediately. 
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We have seen that  there were d i f ferent  b lock sequent ia l  i terat ions cor respond ing  
to the d i f ferent  o rdered  part i t ions.  We now in t roduce an order  on the part i t ions 
which  will a l low to compare  the cor respond ing  b lock  sequent ia l  i terat ions.  
Let  P=( I  1 . . . . .  Ip) and P '=( I~, . . . , Iq )  be two ordered part i t ions o f  the set 
{1 . . . .  ,n}.  Then  P '  is f iner than  P,  which we denote  P'<-P, i f f  any b lock Ik, 
k = 1 . . . . .  p ,  is the reun ion  o f  some Ij. 
Remark .  Endowed with this re lat ion,  the set o f  o rdered  part i t ions o f  { 1 . . . . .  n} is a 
part ia l ly  ordered set which is a lattice. 
Lemma 2. Let P be an ordered partition. Then i f  F satisfies the assumptions o f  
Lemma 1, any partition P'  f iner than P also satisfies them. 
This  means  that,  as soon as one part i t ion P satisf ies the requ i red assumpt ions,  
any P'<_P has only f ixed points (those o f  P )  and has a bounded transient  length.  
The  proo f  is obv ious .  
In the example  shown in Fig. 1, we represent  he ordered part i t ion  lattice and 
i terat ion graphs o f  the d i f ferent  b lock-sequent ia l  i terat ions on a thresho ld  network  
F o f  size n = 4. 
F igure  1 
This figure shows the ordered partitions lattice of a threshold network F= (A, b) with n = 4 and: 
1_ ,  
A= 2 1 - b= 
- 1 1 ' " 
-2  1 
The ordered partition P=(I l ..... Ip) is represented as: (elements in ll) ..... (elements in Ip). For ex- 
ample in the partition (1 2)(3)(4), elements 1and 2 are run in parallel, then element 3and finally element 
4. 
A partition P' finer than a partition Pis represented asa descendant of P on the lattice. For example, 
the partition (1 2)(3)(4) is finer than the partition (1 2 3)(4) and is thus one of its descendants; another 
one is (1)(2 3)(4) and of course all their descendants. 
Partitions which are circled satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 1. According to Lemma 2, all their 
descendants also satisfy these assumptions, and are thus also circled. 
(I 234  
/ J \ 
(l 2_ 3) (4) I(l 2) (3 4)I~i ~ 34) 
[(i 2', [3; ;[4) l [ [1)¢2 3);4)[ "I,'1)(2)(-4) I 
\ I / 
I~:~) (2)(3)(4) I 
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Figure 1 (continued) 
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The iteration graphs of the different block sequential iterations on F are represented below. The 16 
states (000, .... 11 ] 1) are shown by their decimal representation. For each state, its successor under the 
corresponding iteration is indicated: for example, in both iterations (1 2)(3 4) and (1 2)(3)(4), (bottom 
left), state 4 (0100) leads to state 12 (1100), which is a fixed point. 
Note that all iterations have the same fixed points, the parallel iteration - alone - also has a limit cycle 
of period 2 (with states 5 and 10). 
(1234)  
I _.~i i ~] 
5('--}10 
3.'I 
4 41411 6~I 
2---)7--")15(,-- 3('-8 0 ~l 
/ 
(I 23)  (4) 
I--)11("--5 3 ~"I 
2 ._.~ 6 brl i0 ~ 4 -.~14 ~"I 
I~2o8 9.'I 
7-.-.)15(.--13 O~I 
I(I 2) (34)land [(I 2) (3) (4)J 
~4905 311 









4 -.") 1 2 11 
10 5 
2--~ 7415 - -1308 
1< (2 3) (4). (2) (34) I 
end ]( i ) (2) (3) (4)I 
24"]6 (---10 
4---)12 ("-- 8 5 
7---)15 013  
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3. Parallel iterations 
In this section, we will study the parallel iterations of strict threshold mappings. 
This is a particular case of Section 2, which results therefore apply in this section. 
However, the nonnegative definite assumption on matrix A is very restrictive and 
results are known [5] when A is simply symmetric: the parallel iteration has only 
limit cycles of period 2 or fixed points. In [5], Goles has used an algebraic invariant 
to produce this result. 
We will here make use of an 'energy' which will allow us to give an other proof 
of the previous result and moreover provide a bound on the transient length. 
Proposition 2. Let F= (A, b) be a threshold network such that A is a symmetric 
matrix. Then, the parallel iteration on F is such that: 
(i) P(A, b) <_ 2, 
(ii) T(A, b) <_ { ~ l aijl + ~ I bil • 
c(Z ,  
Proof.  Let E(x(t)) = ~o(x(t), x ( t -  1)) with 
(p(U,O)-~- ~ Ui ~ aijoj+ ~ bi(ui+oi) • 
i=1 j= l  i=1 
Then 
AtE = E[x(t + 1)] - E[x(t)], 
i - I  j= l  i - I  
+ ~ xi(t) ~ ai jx j(t -1)-  ~ bi[xi(t)+xi(t- 1)],  
i=1 j - I  i=1 
AtE= - [xi(t + 1) -x i ( t -  1)1 b 
i=1 
because A is symmetric. And thus, 
either x(t)=x(t+l) and AtE=O, 
or x(t)-~x(t+l) and AtE<O, 
which proves that P(A, b) is either 2 or 1 (on any limit cycle x(t+ 1) must be equal 
to x( t -  1), for any t). 
(0 (U ,O)=- -~ Ui[ ~ aijoj+ ~ aijoj] 
i=1 j :a,~>o j:as~<o 
+ E bi[uiJr oil + E bi[uiJcoi]. 
i:bi>0 i:b,<0 
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If (u,o)e {0, 1} 2, then 
SO 
with 
-~  2 ao+2 2 bi<-~°(u,°) <-- ~ 2 aij+2 2 bi, 
i=1 j:%>0 i:bi<0 i=1 j:a,j<0 i:b,>0 
T(A, b) <- 
2,,i/aijl +2 •i Ibi[ 
2 e(A, b) 
e(A, b) = M in { I ~o(FZ(x), F(x)) - ~o(F(x)) - q~(F(x), x)[ I x e {0, 1 } n, x g: F2 (x)}. 
As in Corollary 1, it follows that: 
Corol lary 3. I f  A & a symmetric integer matrbc (aij e Y), then." 
(i) The parallel iteration on F is such that: 
r(A,b)<_ ~ la~jl+2 ~ Ibil, 
i,j i 
(ii) If, in addition, a i je{- l ,O,  1 } Vi, j, then T(A,b)<_3n 2. 
Furthermore, if I V(i)[ = o, then T(A, b) <_ 3no. 
Proof. As in Corollary 2. 
Corollary 3 shows that for parallel iterations on threshold networks with sym- 
metric matrix of elements -1 ,0  or +l  and regular neighbourhood, the transient 
length is linear in n (O(n)). When the aij are arbitrary, the transient length may be 
much larger: see Goles-Olivos [7] for an example of convergence in O(2 n/a). 
Corol lary 4. Let F= (A, b) be a threshold network. Then there exists a uniform 
bound on the transient lengths of  the different iterations on F, Tater, provided A 
fulfills the corresponding assumptions: 
J e~0:  r i ter(a ,b)<~ i ~" laijl-l- ~i Ibi[]" 
Proof. There exists only a finite number of iterations on F: parallel, sequential, and 
block sequential. Hence Proposition 1, Corollary 1 and Proposition 2 prove the ex- 
istence, under the suitable assumptions, of a finite number of coefficients ek(A, b). 
The corollary follows by taking e = min k ok(A, b). 
Remark.  e ~ e0 = min{ ]E(x) - E (y )  I [ x, y e {0, 1 } n, x ~=y}. 
e0 will often be 0, which corresponds to the high degeneracy usually observed in 
the physical systems (see spin glasses [1]). 
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4. Sequential iterations of majority functions 
In this section, we will study sequential iterations of  a particular class of  threshold 
functions, namely majority functions, which have been introduced in the 
framework of  social systems ([5], [8]). In the following section, we apply our results 
to a model of  spin glasses. 
Let neN be given and I 0, I l be a partition of  {1 . . . . .  n}. A majority function is 
defined as follows: 
Vi~Io, Vx6{O, 1}n, 
f i (x )= i if ~ aOxj-bi=O, 
if ~ aqxj - b i < O; 
j~:i 
VieIl ,  Vxe {0, 1} n, 
f / (x )= -x i  if ~ aoxj-bi=O, 
j~-i 
if ~ a6x j -b i<O.  
j~ i  
The two different formulations for i e I 0 and i e I l model the two possible reactions 
in case of  a tie: if F.j.iaijxj-bi=O, element i can either keep its state (ieIo) or 
reverse it (i e I1). 
It is easy to see that for any majority function f / there exists a threshold function 
gi such that: 
• Vxe{O, 1} n, fi(x)=gi(x), 
" gi(x)= l[  ~ aijxj-~i] 
Proof. It is sufficient to take: 
l [O,m ifor i ~ I0, bi = bi + ~aii, aii ~ + [, 
for i~ I  1, bi=bi, aii~]-mi+,O[ 
with 
I l m~+=Min ~ aoxj-bilxe{O, 1}n: ~ aijxi-bi>O . L j~ i  j~:i 
Remarks. (1) Note that: 
Vi E I O, aii >_ O; Vi e I 1, aii < O. 
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(2) According to this last result, majority functions are a subclass of threshold 
functions, namely those with diagonal elements bounded by some given constants 
m%. 
In the following, we always assume that these conditions are satisfied. 
Let F :  {0, 1}n--*{0, 1} n be a mapping whose components ./'1 . . . . .  fn are majority 
functions. We define the energy associated to the sequential iteration on F as 
follows: 
E(X)=--I ~ Xi ~ aijx j+ ~ bix," 
i j#:i i=1 
Proposition 3. Let F= (A, b) be a mapping whose components are majority func- 
tions. I f  A is a symmetric matrix, then the sequential iteration on F is such that: 
Proof. Let us decompose the sequential iteration on F at time t into n successive 
steps, where at time t + k/n, k = 1 . . . . .  n, element k only changes tates (we assume, 
for sake of simplicity, that the sequential iteration corresponds to the identical per- 
mutation). Let 
AtE = E(x(t + 1)) - E(x(t)), 
A,E=~6~Ek=, w i th6ktE=E(x( t+k) ) -E (x ( t+k-1) )  
(i) If k e I0, then 
Then it is easy to see, from the definition of fk that 6ktE<O. 
(ii) I f  k ~ 11, then 
We then have: 6~E<O and 6ktE=O if and only if 
j~k \ n -bk=O 
which ends the proof. 
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Corollary 4. I f  A is symmetric, then 
(i) Vt, x(t+ 1)=~x(t) = LItE<<-O. 
(ii) Furthermore, i f  ~k ~ [ o : xk(t + 1)=/= Xk(t), then AtE <O. 
(iii) I f  ~k~I  1 :Xk(t+ 1)~=Xk(t) and there is no tie for k, then AtE<O. 
(iv) In any limit cycle, all elements i with i ~ I o are stable, all elements i with i ~ I 1 
change states only when there is a tie. 
Proof. Obvious from Proposition 3. 
Remark. When I 1 =0, this result is a particular case of Proposition 1. 
5. Modeling spin glasses by majority functions 
We will now address ourselves to a particular case of block sequential iterations 
of threshold networks which has been introduced in solid states physics. 
Some magnetic alloys are obtained by diluting magnetic impurities in a non- 
magnetic metal. These systems are called spin glasses. Their magnetic properties can 
be deduced from the study of an Hamiltonian 
H=-  ~ JoSi" S j -F"  2 S i 
i , j  i 
where Si is the spin (or magnetic moment) of impurity i, Jij is the interaction be- 
tween impurities i and j (Jij is chosen at random), F is a magnetic field. 
The ground states of a spin glass are associated to a minimum of the energy H. 
Physicists have introduced many methods to study these problems [1]. One model 
is the 2D Ising model: the impurities are supposed to be distributed regularly at the 
nodes of a grid, normally toric. Each spin may only have 2 values: -1  (down) or 
+ 1 (up). In the absence of magnetic field, the energy is then: 
H(a,) =-  J,jSi. Sj 
I, ] 
where co is the state vector (Si) and the sum runs on couples (i,j) which are 
neighbours on the grid. 
It has been shown that, in the 2D problem, ground states could be determined 
in polynomial time, whereas this problem in 2D with magnetic field or 3D is NP- 
complete [2]. In these cases, heuristic methods have been designed to find approx- 
imate solutions [3, 10]: these methods usually rely on Monte Carlo iterations. 
Formally, these methods consist in updating a given spins configuration by choos- 
ing one spin at random and eventually changing its state with a probability depend- 
ing on a local majority rule. 
We still study here sequential iterations of deterministic such rules, which cor- 
responds in the spin glass context o a zero temperature: the choice of the spin which 
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is to change states is not random, but fixed by a given permutation of {1 .. . . .  n} 
which will be assumed in the following to be the identity. 
We suppose in the following that all spins are located at the nodes of an n × n grid 
drawn on a torus: lines 1 and n are connected, columns 1 and n also. Each spin i 
may interact with its four neighbours on the grid with interaction coefficients 
a i j~{-1 ,O ,+ l  }. 
Let n 6 N be given and I o, 11 be a partition of { 1 .. . . .  n}. A generalized spin glass 
is a mapping F :  {0, 1}n--'{0, 1} n whose components fl . . . . .  fn satisfy: 
Vi i i  o, Vxe  {O, 1} n, 
f i  if 2 C(Xj) -2>O, j~ i  
f/(x) = i if ~ c(xj) - 2 = O, 
j~ i  
if ~ c(x j ) -2<O;  
j ¢ i  
Vie I  l , Vxe  {0, 1} n, 
i if ~ C(Xj) -2>O, j i  
fs(x)= -xg if Z c(xj)-2=o, 
j~ i  
if ~ c(x j ) -2<O,  
jg:i 
with 
I xj if aii= + 1, c(xj) = 1 -  xj i f a i j=- l .  
It is clear that j~ is a majority function as defined in the previous section, with 
coefficients 
bi = ~ aij + 2. 
je-i:ai~- I 
Lemma 3. A generalized spin glass F with interaction coefficients (aij)j~i is a 
threshold network with matrix A = (ao) i f f  V ie  { 1 . . . . .  n}, aii E ] -  1, + 1 [. 
Proof. As here all coefficients aij are in {-  1, 0, + 1 }, m+ = 1, which ends the proof, 
using the results of the previous section. 
In the following, we will always assume that the coefficients aii are in ]-1, + 1 [. 
In a spin glass, each spin intends to get parallel to the neighbours with which it 
is positively connected (a 0 = + 1) and antiparallel otherwise. Of course, these con- 
ditions may be contradictory and it is usually assumed that the spin takes on the 
majority direction: in case of a tie, the spin may either keep its direction (i E I 0) or 
reverse it (i ~ 11). In this last case, it is called a crazy spin. 
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Corollary 5. For any sequential iteration of  a generalized spin glass F= (A, b), with 
diagonal elements aii in ] -  1, + 1 [ and symmetric matrix A, 
(i) Vi (1 . . . . .  n), aii>O = xi(t) is constant. 
(ii) All oscillating elements i have their coefficients aii < 0 and change states only 
in case of  a tie. 
Proof. Obvious from Corollary 4. 
Remarks. (1) Oscillating regions in the limit cycle are made up from connected 
elements ie  11 (see Fig. 2). 
(2) It is clear that elements i in I 0 help to stabilize the network: neighbours of 
such-stable-elements tend to be stable also. 
Furthermore, oscillating elements i, with i in Ii, are scarce, since the com- 
binatorics needed for this situation makes it occur very rarely: a tie must happen 
Figure 2 
This f igure shows a l imit cycle for a given general ized spin glass. 
The network is supposed to be drawn on a torus, its size is n = 8 × 8. 
The interactions are shown below (right): '+ '  indicates a coefficient aij= +1 and ' - '  a coefficient 
aij = -1 ,  between elements i and j (marked *). 
The D-matr ix  gives the diagonal  coefficients aii. 
For a given initial condit ion,  the l imit cycle has been computed.  The period is 12. Elements in I 0 were 
all found stable, either in 0 or 1 (marked so on the picture). Some elements in I 1 were stable (marked 
0 or 1 as before), but 14 of them were oscil lating (marked 3 - left - or M - right - on the pictures). 
D = I 
-0.5 0.9 0.1 ~.2  ~.2  0.2 0.6 1 .0 \  
J 
-1.0 ~.8  ~. I  ~ .9  0.I -I.0 0.8 0.0 
0.7 ~.4  -0.9 ~.4  ~.2  0.8 0.6 ~.8  
4 .8  0.0 ~.9  0.3 ~.5  0.3 0.9 0.I 
0.5 4 .3  4 .1  0.0 4 .5  0.8 -0.4 0.9 
0.4 4 .5  0.4 0.4 ~.6  0.8 0.7 0.4 
1.0 0.0 0.3 -i.0 ~.7  0.i 0.0 4 .2  
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This figure shows a generalized spin glass with diagonal elements not in ] -  1, + 1 [. 
The connection structure and notations are similar to those in Fig 2. 
This simulation shows that some elements i in I 0 may oscillate if some coefficients aii lie outside 
]- l ,+l[ .  
These elements are marked P - r ight - on the figure. 
D = I 
i.3 0.7 -1.1 -I.0 0.3 -I.i 0.4 ~.5 \  
-1.5 -1.2 -0.3 -0.i 0.5 1.2 1.6 0.3 ) 0.5 -1.8 ~.4  -1.3 -i.0 0.2 -1.9 0.6 -1.2 1.9 1.8 -1.8 4 .2  0.7 0.2 -1.3 1.6 ~.9  2.0 -0.2 1.0 ~.3  0.0 0.i 
~.4  1.3 ~.3  0.8 0.5 -1 .8  -1 .5  0.8 
0.9 -1.3 -1.9 4 .1  4 .9  -1.7 ~. I  1.8 









*+P-M-M+ *-M+ *+*-  
. . . . . . .  + 
M-M+M+M+*-*-*+*+ 
++ + + + + + + 
* -M-M+M+*-*+M-* -  
_ _ ÷ . . . . .  
M-* - *+M-* -*+*-M+ 
- - -+  +- -_  
*-M+*-M-*+*+*+*+ 
+-  +-+- - -  
M+*+*+*-*+M-M-*- 
+-+-  +- -+ 
*+M-M- *+*+M-M+ *+ 
+ . . . .  + + + 
*+*_*_*_*_p+*_*_ 
+ . . . .  + - + 
at each instant when the element is supposed to change states. Simulations usually 
exhibited less than 20°7o of the elements i in 11 oscillating. 
(3) If condition aii e ] -  1, ÷ 1 [ is violated, some elements i e I 0 may oscillate (see 
Figure 3). 
6. Conclusion 
In this paper, we have shown that the general concept of  energy, first introduced 
in the spin glasses, allows a very good understanding of  the different iterations of  
threshold networks. 
In particular, it has been shown that block sequential iterations with symmetric 
matrix A and nonnegative definite blocks could only lead to fixed points. 
Furthermore, the transient length of the different iterations is uniformly bound- 
ed, by a linear bound (in the size of  the network) in spin glasses. 
Finally, application of  the same ideas in a spin glass model allows to predict the 
stability of individual spins in sequential iterations: these results may provide an 
insight into the problem of  rigid clusters [3]. 
Simulations were run on a PDP 11-23, with programs in Fortran and Pascal. 
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